Law and Economics Seminar
Harvard Law School
Fall 2010 (Course 96200A-1)

Meetings will be on Tuesdays in Griswold 110 from 5:00-6:30 pm

Sept. 7: Steven Shavell (HLS), Corrective Taxation versus Liability
Sept. 14: Ariel Porat (Tel Aviv Law School), Risk of Death
Sept. 21: No Class: Flyout Week
Sept. 28: Kathryn Spier (HLS), Product Safety, Buybacks, and the Post-Sale Duty to Warn
Oct. 5: Lee Anne Fennell (Univ. Chicago Law School), Unbundling Risk
Oct. 12: Jesse Fried (HLS), Share Repurchases, Equity Issuances, and the Optimal Design of CEO Pay
Oct. 19: Peter Leeson (George Mason Dept of Economics), Ordeals
Oct. 26: Gideon Parchomovsky (Univ of Pa Law School) and Alex Stein* (Cardozo Law School), The Distortionary Effect of Evidence on Primary Behavior
Nov. 2: Richard Posner (US Court of Appeals, 7th ct), Judicial Behavior
Nov. 9: Marcel Kahan (NYU Law School) and Ed Rock* (Univ of Pa Law School), Government as Controlling Shareholder
Nov. 16: Tyler Moore (Harvard School of Engineering and Applied Sciences), The Law and Economics of Cybersecurity
Nov. 23: Howell Jackson (HLS), Regulatory Reform in the Real World
Nov. 30: Peter Menell (UC Berkeley Law School) and Michael Meurer* (Boston U Law School), Notice Externalities
Dec. 7: Richard Revesz* (NYU Law School) and Allison Kong (Law Clerk to Judge Jed Rakoff, US Court, S. Dist. of NY), Regulatory Change and Optimal Transition Relief

* Presenting coauthor
Also, two evening sessions for students will be held in Griswold 110 on Thursday, Sept. 30, and Thursday, October 28, from 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.  Pizza will be served for dinner.

On Sept. 30, Anthony Niblett (Univ Chicago Law School) will present *Case-by-Case Adjudication and the Path of the Law*, and then Ivan Reidel (HLS) will present *The Price of Fame: The Antitrust Law and Economics of Broadcasting, Music and Advertising*.

On Oct. 28, Yonatan Arbel (HLS) will present *Specific Performance Litigation*, and then Noam Noked (HLS) will present *Using Performance-Based Corrective Subsidies to Reduce Social Waste*.

For those not enrolled in the seminar who need copies of a paper, please visit the course website at: [http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k72420](http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k72420)

Select "Supplementary Course Materials" for papers and the course schedule, or contact Sarah Murphy (smurphy@law.harvard.edu, 496-1670)